One of the most important goals of behavioral research in sport psychology and motor learning is to increase our understanding of how to more effectively manipulate structural elements of psychological skills so as to optimize learning and performance. Imagery and modeling research have long-held parallel trajectories; advancements in the understanding of one construct has often informed subsequent research on the other. Preliminary research examining the effect of auditory modeling has indicated that deliberate manipulation of sounds employed during modeled actions can positively impact motor skill learning, performance, and consistency. The imagery research has yet to directly examine the auditory sense, and thus examination of this imagery component would represent a meaningful contribution to our understanding of how to further optimize athletes' imagery practice. The current paper reviews current knowledge regarding effective imagery and modeling structure, and provides theoretical and evidence-based rationales for the examination of the auditory sense in imagery research.
INTRODUCTION
The primary goal for a developing competitive athlete is to improve his or her subjective skill level. However, as he or she becomes more skilled and progresses to more challenging levels of competition, performance consistency is just as important as skill development. Inconsistency in performance can have detrimental effects in sport. These effects can range in severity: one may commit isolated performance errors, lose a competition, experience acute or chronic negative psychological consequences (e.g., decreases in confidence and/or motivation and/or increases in anxiety), or perhaps, even experience injury.
To assist competitive athletes with both skill development and performance consistency, psychological skills are often adopted. Two such skills are imagery and modeling. Modeling is also referred to in the sport psychology literature as observational learning; however, we believe that given the context of the current paper -a focus on the auditory sense, modeling is the more appropriate term, here. Research on imagery and modeling have long-held parallel trajectories; advancements in the understanding of one construct has often informed subsequent research on the other [1] [2] [3] . In the recent years, the examination of auditory modeling has revealed the auditory sense to be an important factor in motor skill learning, performance, and consistency [4] [5] [6] [7] . Given the dearth of imagery research focused on the auditory sense, examination of this imagery component would *Address correspondence to this author at the Department of Kinesiology, California State University East Bay, Hayward, USA; Tel: 510-885-2907; Fax: 510-885-2423; E-mail: jenny.o@csueastbay.edu represent a meaningful contribution to our understanding of how to optimize athletes' imagery practice. The deliberate use of sport-specific sounds may be an undervalued component of effective images.
IMAGERY IN SPORT
Mental imagery is one of the most researched and widely-implemented psychological skills in sport [8] . In fact, Silva and Stevens [9] have suggested that imagery is often viewed as "the cornerstone of sport psychology interventions" (p. 206) as it is frequently employed by athletes to aid in the development, mastery, and performance of sport skills and strategies, as well as in the experience of psychological outcomes. Morris, Spittle, and Watt [10] have advanced a working definition of sport imagery that captures the essential elements of this psychological skill:
Imagery, in the context of sport, may be considered as the creation or re-creation of an experience generated from memorial information, involving quasi-sensorial, quasiperceptual, and quasi-affective characteristics, that is under volitional control of the imager, and which may occur in the absence of the real stimulus antecedents normally associated with the actual experience (p. 19) .
The examination of imagery use in sport has pursued a variety of research topics. A large body of research has examined the effectiveness of imagery in facilitating sport skill and strategy learning and performance [11] [12] [13] as well as positive psychological outcomes such as reductions in anxiety [14] and increases in motivation [15] , self-efficacy [16] , and confidence [17] . The facilitative effect of imagery on sport performance is well-documented in the research literature.
Several theories have been proposed to explain how imagery exerts influence on sport performance and experience [18] . One such theory is Lang's [19, 20] Bio-informational theory. Lang posited that images are comprised of stimulus, response, and meaning propositions. Stimulus propositions represent the salient features of an image, such as particular human senses and/or emotions, used to construct and experience the image. Response propositions involve the various cognitive, behavioral, and physiological responses one has to the stimuli in the image. Meaning propositions are a highly subjective component of the imagery experience, representing the individual's interpretation of the image, relative to the hypothetical consequences of what was imaged. Based on the tenets of the bio-informational theory, effective imagery requires an individual achieve high subjective meaning of the image, through deliberate manipulation of stimulus and response propositions.
One body of sport imagery research which has increased our understanding of how one might more effectively manipulate stimulus and response propositions concerns examinations and subsequent explanations of the relevance of imagery use to sport performance [2, 21] . Paivio [21] was the first to propose an analytic framework that explained how imagery influences sport and physical activity. A number of years later, Hall and his colleagues [2] expanded upon Paivio's conceptual model of the functions of imagery use. It is now well-established that sport imagery can serve a cognitive and/or a motivational function, and that each function operates on either a specific or general level. The five functions of sport imagery are: cognitive general (CG; i.e., images intended to assist in the learning, development, or mastery of strategies, game plans, or routines); cognitive specific (CS; i.e., images used to assist in the learning, development, or mastery of specific sport skills); motivation specific (MS; images which assist with increasing intensity of effort during practice or competition); motivation general-arousal (MG-A; images intended to regulate arousal and anxiety); and, motivation general-mastery (MG-M; images employed to increase mental toughness, perceptions of control, selfconfidence, and self-efficacy). These five functions of imagery represent the various reasons why athletes choose to employ imagery in sport. Moreover, deliberate selection of the imagery function(s) of one's image would certainly influence the stimulus and response propositions of that image.
For example, a golfer wanting to employ imagery to increase her self-efficacy for an upcoming bunker shot (i.e., MG-M imagery) may choose to use sight, kinaesthetic and tactile feel, and sound (stimulus propositions) to generate an image wherein she focuses on feeling optimally focused and in total control when hitting the shot (cognitive response propositions). Based on Langian [19, 20] conceptions, such deliberate image structure and experience should result in enhanced meaning propositions (i.e., "I can make this shot"; enhanced self-efficacy for the bunker shot). Research has demonstrated that selecting the appropriate function of imagery is important in achieving the intended outcome of the imagery session [22, 23] . Although this imagery focusimagery function match may be paramount to effective imagery use, researchers suggest that other factors also need to be considered to optimize imagery's effectiveness [24, 25] .
One such factor is imagery content; the structural elements of an athlete's images. By definition, imagery content is a key element in defining the stimulus propositions of one's image. Research has identified several factors that comprise imagery content: surroundings (e.g., environment); nature (i.e., positive vs. negative outcomes); effectiveness (i.e., helpful or hurtful images); perspective (i.e., internal vs. external); speed (i.e., slow motion vs. real-time vs. fast motion); sessions (i.e., duration and frequency); and modalities (i.e., use of selected human senses) [26] [27] [28] .
Regarding imagery modalities, research by Kosslyn, Seger, Pani, and Hillger [29] indicated that the visual sense was the predominant sense reported during imagery. Certainly, this tendency to emphasize the visual sense in images (over other senses) is reflected in the popular use of the term "visualization" as a synonym for imagery practice. The term visualization, however, is problematic; it suggests that 'seeing' one's images is the only relevant stimulus proposition concern for imagers despite the fact that imagery literature has clearly indicated that the most effective images are selectively multimodal in nature (with respect to the senses) [18, 24, 25] .
MODELING IN SPORT
Modeling refers to the process of viewing a demonstration and then modifying our own behavior based on that experience [30] . In fact, Bandura suggests that the majority of human behavior is acquired through modeling. Within the motor learning domain, it has been well established that modeling is effective for facilitating motor skill acquisition and performance [31] [32] [33] . Modeling has also gained popularity in applied sport psychology with highlight music videotapes being employed in an attempt to enhance athlete performance and psychological outcomes [34] [35] [36] . In addition to the physical performance benefits of modeling, research supports its validity for creating positive psychological changes such as enhanced self-efficacy [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] , selfsatisfaction [38] , and motivation [42] , as well as reduced anxiety [41, 43] .
The dominant explanation used as the foundation for most of the modeling research to date has been Bandura's [30] social cognitive theory, as it accounts for both physical and psychological performance improvements. In order for an action or belief to be modified through modeling, the observer must pay attention to relevant features of a demonstration and must retain that information in his or her memory. The action or belief must be valued, such that the observer is motivated to produce the behavior when an opportunity arises. According to social cognitive theory, the greater the perceived model-observer similarity, the more effective the demonstration will be in modifying the observer's cognitions and behaviors. Bandura [30] recognizes that the individual's beliefs interact with environmental features to produce behavioral responses.
We also propose that Lang's bio-informational theory [19, 20] can be applied to help understand the effects of modeling on learning and performance. In carefully and deliberately structuring the various elements of a modeled action, high relevance and individualization of stimulus propositions of the model will be achieved. Consequently, re-sponse propositions within the modeled action will more accurately reflect the current performance and/or performance goals of the learner. This accuracy in stimulus and response propositions should subsequently influence meaning propositions; if the modeled action (i.e., stimulus propositions) is perceived as highly relevant to the learner and the behavioral responses (i.e., response propositions) highly desirable, the learner is likely to perceive that the modeled action is achievable and that he or she wants to achieve them (i.e., meaning propositions reflecting increased self-efficacy and greater self-determined motivation for skill learning and performance).
Much of the recent research exploring modeling within sport psychology has focused on understanding how it is used by the athletes themselves. Based on the notion that imagery and modeling share similar cognitive processes [30, 31, 44, 45] , Cumming and colleagues [1] applied Paivio's [21] analytic framework for imagery effects to the study of modeling. They established that modeling appears to serve three functions in sport. The skill function refers to modeling used to develop and execute sport skills, similar to CS imagery. The strategy function refers to modeling used to develop and execute strategies, game plans, and routines, similar to CG imagery. The performance function refers to modeling used to create optimal arousal levels and mental states for performance, similar to MG-M and MG-A imagery combined. Use of a particular function of modeling results in a corresponding change in a related psychological variable. For example, Law and Hall [46] found that among adults learning an independent sport (e.g., golf), use of the skill function, but not use of the strategy or performance functions, was a significant predictor of their self-efficacy to acquire the skills necessary to play the sport. While not explicitly designed to target the performance function, research employing a coping model (i.e., a model who improves in skill level and who expresses increasingly positive selfbeliefs and ability to cope with a challenge) demonstrated improvements in self-efficacy as well as performance [37, 47] . Modeling interventions designed to target specific functions is a key area in need of future research.
It should be noted that effective modeling use relies not only on a match between the function used and the intended outcome. Through a comprehensive review of the modeling literature, Ste-Marie, Law, Rymal, O, Hall, & McCullagh [48] developed an Applied Model for the Use of Observation (AMUO) that highlights key factors to consider when designing effective modeling experiences. One such factor is the specific characteristics of the demonstration (a concept parallel to imagery content in the sport imagery literature). Research has supported the notion that characteristics of the demonstration are important for creating effective modeling interventions. These include: model type (skilled, learning, mastery, coping, self), modality (live, video), instructional features (verbal cues, rehearsal strategies), speed (slow motion, real time), viewing angle (face-to-face, side, behind), timing (before, during, after skill performance), frequency of viewings provided, and the degree of self-control (i.e., choice) the learner has over when to view the demonstration [33, 48] . For example, a coach attempting to build confidence in a young athlete who is playing soccer for the first time may point out a teammate who was new to the team last year and who has shown great improvement. Or, the coach may put together a highlight tape of the young athlete showing in real-time how her skills have improved from the beginning to the end of the season. The coach may suggest that the athlete watches this video when she is feeling less confident or as part of her pre-game preparation.
Based on our review of the current understanding of sport imagery and modeling, it is clear that effective imagery is much more complex than "seeing is believing", and effective modeling, much more complex than "watch and learn."
LITERATURE REVIEW
The literature on sport imagery and modeling has evolved in the past several decades from preliminary investigations intended to describe these phenomena to research attempting to identify ways in which sport imagery and modeling may be optimized. For example, following several anecdotal reports of differential image speed use by athletes [49, 27] , O and Munroe-Chandler [50] examined the effect of three CS image speed conditions on the performance of a soccer dribbling task (i.e., dribbling around a set of cones). Ninety-seven participants were randomly assigned to one of five conditions: real-time imagery, slow motion imagery, slow motion concluded with real-time imagery, physical practice, or control. Participants were instructed that the goal of the task was to dribble around the set of cones as quickly and as accurately as possible (i.e., avoiding contact with cones while maintaining control of the soccer ball). During the intervention period, participants were explicitly instructed to image at their designated speed and were provided with a functional goal of their image speed use (e.g., "use slow motion [real-time] speed of your image to help you learn how to dribble the soccer ball faster and more accurately"). Results indicated all three image speed conditions and the physical practice condition outperformed the control condition, and significantly improved time and error performance to the same degree following the intervention phase. These findings conflicted with the existing image speed guideline which emphasized the importance of ensuring image speed match real-time physical execution speed [51] . As a result of this and subsequent research examinations and theoretical discussions of differential image speed use [28, 52] , current image speed guidelines now advocate deliberate selection of image speed to enhance imagery's effectiveness [53, 54] .
Similar investigations have increased our understanding of how to optimize athletes' modeling use. Modeling intervention studies often employ skilled or expert models [48] ; consistent with a common assumption that an expert model may be most effective [55] . However, research has shown that observing either a correct model or a learning model (i.e., one who gradually improves in performance) can be effective for enhancing skill acquisition [56] [57] [58] . Observing a peer coping model (i.e., a fellow learner who shows gradual skill improvement and progressively more positive cognitions) can be beneficial for increasing self-efficacy beliefs, while observing a peer mastery model (i.e., a fellow learner who always shows correct performance and positive cognitions) can be beneficial for improving skill performance [37, 41] . Such findings have been incorporated into contem-porary applied recommendations for effective modeling use [33, 48] .
Recently, some modeling research has focused on the role of sound in enhancing motor learning and performance. Preliminary data have indicated that auditory modeling can improve movement perception and reproduction [4, 5, 7] , relative timing [6, 59, 60] , and absolute performance [61] . From an applied perspective, the ultimate goal of cognitivebehavioral research is to enable evidence-based recommendations for practitioners. Moreover, these recommendations should be considered amenable to change; as new research is conducted and findings adequately replicated, recommendations should be revised and updated to reflect our current understanding of how to most effectively manipulate motor learning conditions. Accordingly, some of the auditory modeling research provides preliminary support for the use of "second order biofeedback techniques" (SOBF) [61] . This type of auditory modeling uses natural movement sounds as a learning tool (e.g., the recorded sound of a golf club moving through the air during a swing, the recorded sound of tennis ball-tennis racquet contact during a serve or hit, etc.). Furthermore, more comprehensive review and synthesis of the modeling literature seems to provide evidence to support the hypothesis that SOBF of one's own movements (i.e., "self-model") [62, 63] may be the most efficacious way in which to use auditory modeling to facilitate skill learning and performance [38, 61, 64] . Given the limited research on the effects of self-model SOBF on skill learning and performance [61] , we strongly recommend further and more direct research examinations of self-model SOBF prior to the advancement of practical recommendations.
We also see opportunities for imagery researchers. Given the identified similarities in brain activation while imaging and engaging in modeling [65] [66] [67] [68] , the noted parallelism between evidence-based imagery and modeling recommendations in sport [25, 48] , and the lack of direct research on the effects of imagery interventions employing the auditory sense, imagery research examining the influence of the auditory sense on sport skill learning and performance is certainly warranted. The remainder of this paper presents our rationale and supporting evidence for our call for further research on the effects of self-model SOBF and auditory imagery on sport skill learning and performance.
AUDITORY MODELING IS EFFECTIVE
Cesari, Camponogara, Papetti, Roccesso, and Fontana [69] examined whether skill level moderated the effects of hearing movement-relevant sounds on action anticipation and performance of a simulated skateboard-jump task. Participants (N = 20) were either skilled or unskilled skateboarders. Researchers used movement sonification (i.e., synthesized sounds that represents kinematic and/or dynamic movement parameters of a skill) to model the sounds that a skateboard would make while executing a jump. Participants were not provided any corresponding visual modeling of the jump. Results indicated that skill level did in fact moderate the effect of auditory modeling on action anticipation and performance. Compared to the unskilled participants, skaters (skilled participants) more accurately used skateboard sounds to anticipate the upcoming skateboard jump and more accurately made postural adjustments and body movements consistent with those which would occur when physically executing the jump. This may suggest that more skilled performers have stronger mental representations of sportspecific skills, that these representations are comprised of information that can be accessed using more than just visual stimuli, and that more skilled performers can use these representations to make more accurate behavioral decisions. Accordingly, this might also indicate that it is important for movement practitioners to focus on developing multi-modal mental representations for sport-specific skills in more novice performers to facilitate greater skill learning and performance.
Although movement sonification appears to be an effective method with which to facilitate certain aspects of skill performance, sonifying movement sounds may not be the most practical method in real-world sport skill learning situations (e.g., coaches, physical education teachers, and other movement practitioners may not have the proper training, nor access to the specialized equipment required to accurately sonify movement). However, this does not suggest that the use of movement sounds to facilitate learning be relegated exclusively to highly-controlled laboratory situations. Of particular relevance to the current discussion is the relatively recent auditory modeling research examining SOBF [61] [62] [63] [64] [65] [66] [67] [68] [69] [70] [71] . Such research has highlighted potentially facilitative effects of SOBF on motor learning and performance. Agostini and colleagues [61] examined the effect of the provision of SOBF on skill performance (i.e., distance thrown) and consistency (i.e., inter-throw variability) of a hammer throw. Five elite hammer throwers performed 10 baseline throws, followed by a five-minute rest, and then the experimental condition. The experimental condition consisted of the throwers being primed with five SOBF trials of their best throw from the baseline phase before physically performing each of 10 throws. Results indicated that average throw distance significantly increased and throw variability significantly decreased (i.e., absolute performance improved) in the experimental condition. Despite the small sample size and the lack of a true control group (to control for the possibility of physical practice effects), these results represent promising preliminary evidence of the facilitative effects of using natural sounds to prime movement. A limitation of the current examination, however, is that the authors failed to directly assess possible mechanisms underlying the increases in absolute performance. For example, it is unknown as to whether performance changes were due to changes in technique, throwing strategy, and/or perhaps changes in psychological factors such as motivation, self-efficacy, or focus of attention. Inclusion of analyses designed to identify potential mechanisms of change would have provided meaningful information for movement practitioners (to inform instruction and feedback) as well as future SOBF researchers.
More recent research has corroborated the findings of Agostini and colleagues [61] regarding the efficacy of SOBF in eliciting positive changes in motor performance outcomes. For example, Murgia and colleagues [71] created a breath regulation intervention using a within-subjects design. Participants were asked to synchronize their inhalations relative to a SOBF presentation of their breathing, a sonified presen-tation of their breathing, and, were asked to simply breathe normally (conditions were counter-balanced among participants). Results indicated that only the SOBF condition elicited significant decreases in breath variability, thus providing evidence that SOBF can contribute unique influence on performance (breath variability) compared to sonified breath sounds and control conditions. From a bio-informational theory perspective [19, 20] the deliberate use of natural movement sounds within modeled actions (SOBF) seems logical. SOBF can be viewed as a direct manipulation of stimulus propositions. Theoretically, increasing the vividness and representativeness of the sounds heard during a modeled action should increase the effect of the modeled information (i.e., stimulus propositions) on subsequent response and meaning propositions. For example, a PE teacher may record the sounds made during the approach and ball strike phases of a soccer penalty kick. These natural movement sounds may be played to a PE student about to perform a penalty kick practice trial and the student cued to use the SOBF to obtain important auditory information regarding the relative timing of proper penalty kick execution. Subsequently, the student would then perform the practice trial, and to focus on making deliberate attempts to replicate the timing of the movement sounds heard.
In addition to preliminary evidence of positive effects on absolute performance [61, 71, 72] , the auditory modeling literature also supports the effectiveness of movement sounds in facilitating learning of the relative timing of motor skills [5, 59, 60] . Lai and colleagues [59] used a keyboard button-pressing task and asked participants to learn a prescribed timing sequence (i.e., the key sequence had to be performed with a particular rhythm, thus representing a task which emphasized the learning of relative timing). Learning and retention during three practice conditions were compared: 1) 100% auditory modeling (sounds representing the relative timing of the task presented during all practice trials), 2) 50% auditory modeling, and, 3) 0% auditory modeling. Results indicated that the 100% and 50% auditory modeling practice conditions had better learning and retention trial performance compared to the 0% auditory modeling condition, thus suggesting that the provision of movement sounds during practice can provide highly relevant information to learners regarding relative timing of a movement. From a practical perspective, these findings highlight the importance of finding ways to effectively and efficiently teach the relative timing of motor skills, as frequently, time is a limited resource for movement practitioners (e.g., PE teachers, physical therapists, coaches, etc.).
USING SELF-MODELS MAY OPTIMIZE SOBF
In a recent examination, Murgia et al. [64] found that expert golfers were able to discriminate their own golf swings from those of others based only on auditory information (i.e., the sound of different golf swings). This discriminatory behavior held even when other aurally-presented swings had similar temporal structures. Similar results were found by Kennel and colleagues [70] ; participants were able to distinguish between self-and other-produced movements of hurdling performance. This finding suggests that individuals may code and store their own unique movements not just in terms of visual and kinaesthetic properties, but also in terms of auditory properties. Consequently, it is reasonable to assert that individuals have highly individualized mental representations for learned movements.
Assuming these highly-individualized mental representations, it is reasonable to hypothesize that the most effective auditory model to use with learners working toward skill mastery would be a self-model. Self-modeling uses individuals' best performances as learning stimuli [72] . This hypothesis has both theoretical and evidence-based support. Theoretically [19, 20] , using sounds of one's own movements would increase the accuracy and meaningfulness of the stimulus propositions employed during learning trials as the auditory stimuli would be reflective of that created by the learner's unique movements during subjective best performances. This would lead to more accurate response propositions (i.e., behavioral responses more reflective of the performer's actual movements during subjective best performances), and subsequently, would lead to more efficient changes in motor performance as skill level develops (assuming that self-model SOBF is updated as skill level improves -although this assertion has yet to be empirically tested). Meaning propositions may also be positively affected, possibly reflected in increased perceived competence and control of one's movements.
The self-modeling research also supports the use of one's own movement sounds during SOBF modeling. A substantial body of the modeling literature has examined the differential effects of employing different model types [37, 41, [72] [73] [74] [75] 86] . Results have consistently indicated that the more similar the learner perceives the model to be, the more effective is subsequent learning. Thus, in employing a self-model, one is essentially maximizing model similarity, and therefore, potentially maximizing learning effects of the modeling intervention.
SIMILARITIES BETWEEN MODELING AND IM-AGERY
Evidence of the similarities between modeling and imagery can be found in both the neuropsychology and behavioral sport psychology literature. From a neuropsychological perspective, di Pellegrino, Fadiga, Fogassi, Gallese, & Rizzolatti [76] first observed co-activation in the areas of the brain associated with movement (i.e., F5 pre-motor cortex and posterior parietal area) in macaque monkeys who were merely observing the movements of other monkeys. Since this landmark study, similar findings have been observed in humans. For example, and more specific to the discussion in the current paper, research has supported the hypothesis that auditory imagery activates brain areas similar to that of auditory perception [77, 78] . Moreover, it appears that areas of the brain that are activated during both imagery and modeling are also activated when an individual physically performs a skill [65, 66] . In fact, researchers have suggested that modeling and imagery may actually prime motor execution by initiating motor planning processes in the brain [68, 79] .
From the behavioral sport psychology literature, there exists very clear parallelism between practical recommendations advanced for the structure of modeling and imagery experiences. These recommendations are based on extensive descriptive research examining athletes' preferential use of imagery and modeling, as well as experimental and quasiexperimental research examining the differential effects of various imagery and modeling conditions. This large body of research has been synthesized into two separate applied models intended to offer 'best-practices' for structuring imagery and modeling interventions as well as to guide future research (i.e., Applied Model for Imagery Use; AMIU [25] ; AMUO [48] ). Examination of these applied models reveals high similarity between factors identified as being important to effective intervention design. For example, both models present information regarding the 'who', 'what', 'why', 'when', and 'where' of intervention design. Regarding the 'who' of imagery and modeling, it is recommended that practitioners deliberately select the actor to be employed within the imagery or modeling practice, based on the personal characteristics of the person using the psychological skill (e.g., skill level, physical characteristics, etc.). Regardless of whom the actor is both the AMIU and the AMUO note that maximizing perceived similarity between actor and the individual using the image or model is paramount. 'What' recommendations for imagery and modeling also parallel each other with respect to suggestions concerning imagery and modeling perspective, timing, and speed, while similarities in the 'why' of modeling and imagery is evident in the identification of the various functions, respectively, of the two psychological skills. Regarding the 'when' and 'where' of modeling and imagery, recommendations generally suggest that these factors are largely a matter of personal preference and feasibility of use.
Collectively, based on the evidence supporting similar brain region activation during imagery and modeling as well as the similarities noted in recommended structure of use of these two psychological skills, it can be argued that imagery and modeling elicit very similar effects on motor skill learning and performance. How similar these effects actually are is currently unknown; the literature has noted that limited research has attempted to identify the differential effects of imagery and modeling [33] and that this certainly represents an area in great need of further research.
THE AUDITORY SENSE IS UNDER-RESEARCHED
Another area in which the sport imagery and modeling literature exhibit similarity concerns the (limited) understanding of the role of the auditory sense. Although the AMIU [25] recommends employing as many of the senses as are relevant to maximize the representativeness of one's imagery (i.e., how closely the imaged experience parallels 'real life' experience), the current authors were not able to locate any sport imagery research that has directly examined the role that sounds play in sport imagery's effectiveness. Similarly, the AMUO [48] actually fails to address the inclusion of natural movement sounds in modeled actions, however, this may be due to the AMUO's almost exclusive focus on the visual aspects of model structure (the AMUO does address the use of verbal cues). As reviewed earlier in this paper, some promising preliminary research does exist examining the effect of auditory modeling on motor learning and performance [4] [5] [6] [7] [59] [60] [61] , but this research certainly needs to be expanded upon before it can be confidently translated into practical recommendations.
Some sport imagery literature has noted that athletes do report making use of the auditory sense within their images [27, 53] ; however, this evidence is anecdotal in nature (i.e., based on athlete interviews). More research is needed to more systematically examine whether, how, and for what functions athletes are making use of natural movement sounds within their sport images. Although the effects of use of the auditory sense in images on sport skill learning and performance has yet to be directly examined in the sport domain, it has been extensively researched in language and music [80] . It is likely that review of this auditory imagery literature, and in particular, the literature examining the role of the auditory sense in learning and performing on musical instruments (given the kinaesthetic components involved in both sport actions and musical instrument performance), can inform future sport imagery research. In addition, further insights may also be drawn from the (limited) auditory modeling research given the noted cognitive processing and structural parallels between modeling and imagery.
Intons-Peterson [81] found that individuals instructed to image familiar sounds made by everyday objects almost always reported concurrent visual images; however, when instructed to generate a visual image, individuals reported concurrent auditory images approximately 50% of the time. This finding is substantiated by the findings of Kosslyn et al. [29] , who found that the visual sense was the most reported sense employed by adults during imagery. Given the large emphasis placed on the visual and kinaesthetic aspects of sport imagery [82, 83] , as well as the tendency to rely heavily on the visual sense during imagery experiences [29, 81] , it is possible that athletes currently underutilize the auditory sense within their images.
For example, current sport imagery ability measures such as the Movement Imagery Questionnaire-Revised (MIQ-R) [82] and the Vividness of Movement Imagery Questionnaire-2 (VMIQ-2) [83] only assess the quality of the visual and kinaesthetic components of movement imagery. Thus, sport imagery practitioners using these popular imagery ability assessment tools do not gain insight into whether, and how well athletes are incorporating sounds into their imagery experiences. Consequently, practitioners cannot efficiently train individuals to use the auditory sense within their images given the absence of an objective measure of current auditory imagery ability. Moreover, when providing evidence-based imagery training to athletes, imagery practitioners are more likely to emphasize the visual and kinaesthetic senses given the relatively exclusive focus of the sport imagery research on these two senses [18, 81, 82] .
Of course, concern about the quality of an athlete's use of the auditory sense during imagery is a moot point if sounds are not found to contribute meaningfully to skill learning and/or performance. Research from the music domain, however, indicates that incorporation of movement sounds within one's images may in fact include information facilitative of motor planning and execution [79, 84, 85] . For example, Keller and Appel [79] examined the coordination of body sway and sound onsets in seven piano duets during a task that required the duets to play several coordinated but con-trasting musical sequences. The degree of coordination between the duets (i.e., performance quality) was found to be positively correlated with auditory imagery ability (which was assessed by researchers prior to performing the piano duet task). Moreover, this significant correlation held regardless of whether the duet was in visual contact with each other during piano performance, thus suggesting that the coordination of body sway and sound onset during piano duets was not exclusively governed by visual cues. The researchers asserted that auditory imagery facilitated action anticipation (i.e., when to initiate keystrokes and body sway). With regard to sport imagery, it is possible that the inclusion of movement sounds can influence action anticipation (and consequently, learning and performance). For example, a figure skater using imagery to assist with learning a double axel (i.e., a technical jump in figure skating) may incorporate and heavily focus on the sound of his or her skate blades against the ice as he or she transitions through the various jump phases of the double axel (i.e., entry, take-off, air position, and landing). This sound is distinctly audible during actual physical performance (in the absence of ambient noise), and based on preliminary findings from the SOBF auditory modeling literature [61] and the noted similarities between modeling and imagery, may provide critical movement information regarding relative timing of the skill. Sport imagery literature has yet to systematically explore this potentially facilitative effect of natural movement sounds in imagery.
CONCLUDING REMARKS AND RECOMMENDA-TIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH
In summary, ample research evidence exists to support the cognitive processing similarities between imagery and modeling. Moreover, cognitive-behavioral imagery and modeling research have long-held parallel trajectories with respect to the identification of important structural features that need to be considered when designing imagery and modeling interventions. We feel that we have offered some interesting discussion in the current paper as well as providing theoretical and evidence-based support for potential applications of natural movement sounds within imagery and modeling. However, given the limited research on the use of auditory modeling in sport applications and the complete absence of imagery research directly examining the auditory sense, we strongly recommend that applied modeling and imagery researchers consider these two topics in future research endeavors.
Based on the current limitations in research examining the role of movement sounds in motor learning and performance, we offer several avenues for future research: 1) gaining a stronger understanding of the deliberate and spontaneous use of movement sounds (natural or simulated) by athletes when learning or performing sport-specific skills (i.e., description), 2) attempting to determine what unique contributions auditory information provides a learner/performer when learning and/or performing sport skills (i.e., explanation), and 3) performing more extensive and rigorous examinations of the (potentially differential) effects of movement sonification and SOBF on skill learning and performance (i.e., employing larger sample sizes and true control groups, employing multiple experimental groups and participant skill levels to enable within and between-group comparisons, and attempting to identify mechanisms of learning and performance change; prediction). We believe that such research pursuits would contribute unique and meaningful information to our current understanding of the role of movement sounds in motor learning and performance, thus enabling advancement of evidence-based practical recommendations for optimal integration of movement sounds in imagery and modeling interventions.
